ABSTRACT

Producing an article is one important aspect in language skills. Planned strategy humor is an interesting strategy planned by inserting humor in learning in order to stimulate the creativity of learners, particularly on learning produces anecdotes text. In connection with this, the authors are interested in doing research learning produces anecdotes text based on characteristics text using humor planned strategies in class X SMA Angkasa Bandung of the school year 2015/2016.

Formulation of the problem that the authors ask is: (1) can the authors plan, implement, and assess learning produces anecdotes text based on characteristics text using humor planned strategies in class X SMA Angkasa Bandung?; (2) can the class X SMA Angkasa Bandung produces anecdotes text based on characteristics text using humor planned strategies?; (3) precise planned strategies of humor used in producing text based on characteristics text learning in class X SMA Angkasa Bandung?

The hypothesis that writer formulated are: (1) the author is able to plan, implement, and assess learning produces anecdotes text by text characteristics using planned strategies humor in class X SMA Angkasa Bandung; (2) student of class X SMA Angkasa Bandung capable of produces anecdotes text based on characteristics text using humor planned strategies; (3) planned strategy humor appropriately used in producing produces anecdotes text based on characteristics text in class X SMA Angkasa Bandung.

Based on the result of analysis on the planning of learning, implementation of learning, and the result evaluation, the authors can draw the following conclusions. (1) The authors can afford able to carry out learning to produces anecdotes text based on characteristics text using humor planned strategies in class X humor MIA A SMA Angkasa Bandung. This is evident from the assessment of teachers' Indonesian to planning the implementation of learning. Total average value obtained by the author is 3.68. So, in this case the author succeeded in conducting research on learning producing anecdotes text by text characteristics by using strategies planned humor in class X MIA A SMA Angkasa Bandung. (2) Grade X MIA A SMA Angkasa Bandung, capable of implementing the learning produces anecdotes text by text characteristics by using humor planned strategy. It is evident, with the average yield of pretest and posttest. The average value of pretest that is 1.82 while the average value postest 3.15. Thus, the difference in value of the average pretest and posttest is 1.33. This outcome proves that the learning capability of producing text anecdotes based on the characteristics of the text by using the planned strategies humor in class X SMA Angkasa Bandung has increased. (3) Strategy planned humor appropriately used in producing the text of anecdotes by text characteristics. It is proved from the results of statistical calculations with $t_{count} > t_{table}$ at 95% confidence level and db 20. Based on these data, the authors conclude learning produces anecdotes text based on the characteristics of text by using the planned strategy of humor in class X SMA Angkasa Bandung successful.
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